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Welcome to Issue 34, readers! It’s all go here at The Self Publishing
Magazine towers, as per usual. This issue we say goodbye to our
former Reviews Editor – Rosie Grindrod – and welcome Alice Graham!
Alice is excited to bring you her first section of self-published reads in
our regular Readers’ Review on p. 34.

We’re also gearing up for lots of events over the next few months –
we’ll be at the London Book Fair (stand 2C70) from 14th-16th April,
and we’re sponsoring The Third Self-Publishing Conference on
Saturday 9th May! I’ll be there and hoping to see you on the day. In
addition, for those of you attending the Winchester Writers’ Festival
on 19th-21st June, watch out for our stand there too!

Along with a preview of what this year’s Conference will bring (p. 23),
we’ve also got plenty of helpful content. Opposite, Sandy Aitken talks
about why indexes are so important for non-fiction books. Karin
Bachmann’s second column installment (p.11) talks about basic
reworking, whilst David Faulds from Dulwich Books, who will also be
speaking at the 3rd Self-Publishing Conference, talks about how to get
your book stocked in your local independent bookshop on p.17.

In addition, CompletelyNovel give their Top Ten Tips for public
speaking (p.15) and author Paul Gadsby debates writing standalone
novels versus serials (p.26). Lots of food for thought... 

Sarah Taylor

Editorial

Sarah Taylor, Editor

Self  
Publishing
Magazine
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- Sandy Aitken advises on why – and how – you should use an index

KNOW-HOW

T
he traditional role of an
index is well known: it’s
a convenience for
people who already
own the book, allowing

them to refer back to it easily. But
in today’s changing publishing
world, the humble index is taking
on new roles. It can help convert
online browsers to buyers,
position your book as a serious
work, and enhance its relevance
to international audiences.

MAKING YOUR BOOK MORE
ATTRACTIVE TO POTENTIAL
READERS
Blurbs, advertising, social media,
and other marketing tools can
help bring your book to the

notice of potential buyers and
stimulate their interest. A good
index can support these efforts
and help to convert these
browsers into buyers by providing
them with a preview of what is in
the book.

Traditionally, potential buyers
browsed

through
books in
the
bookshops
before
deciding

which to
buy. But on

online retailer
sites – which you as a self-

publisher will probably be relying
on – it is difficult for potential
buyers to really understand what
a book covers.

This is less of an issue for fiction
books, but non-fiction buyers are
likely to want to know what the
book is actually about and what
topics are covered. 

An index shows the depth and
breadth of the content, and can
give your book an edge over
those that do not provide one.
The marketing summary is
necessarily brief, and a book that
relies on this alone may look less
content-rich in comparison with
one that has a viewable index. 

Indexes are an important part of non-fiction book marketing

For your reference
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KNOW-HOW

Imagine a buyer looking at two
books about the economic crisis.
All they can see about one is that
it “offers insightful analysis of the
causes and effects of the current
economic crisis”. 

The second book has a similar
overview, but the reader can see
from the index that it covers the
current interest rate policy,
mortgage lending, changes in
income, bank bailouts, bank
bonuses, corporate profits and
many topics, individuals and
organisations. Which will the
potential buyer invest £20 in?

For online retailers, a viewable
index can also be an effective way
of easily providing potential
buyers with a good preview of
what is in the book. 

Including the index on your own
website has the added benefit
that anyone searching for the
indexed topics can be led to your
website and therefore your book.

POSITIONING YOUR BOOK AS A
SERIOUS WORK
Changes in the publishing world
have brought greater variation in
the quality of books on offer.
When purchasing online, the
reader is taking a risk, and cannot
be sure of what he or she is going
to receive. I once looked at a book
on Amazon which, on closer
examination, was a 30-page book
of student essays, and once I
purchased a book which turned
out to be a small collection of free
articles unrelated to the topic.

An index can signal a high-quality,
well-produced book. The content

goes a long way towards
reassuring potential buyers. Plus,
the presence of an index is an
indicator that this is a book that
has been taken seriously and
prepared with care. Reviewers
even sometimes comment on its
presence or absence (more often
on its absence). Two examples:

“... it has no index. The overall
impression is more that of a PhD
thesis than of a critical
monograph.” Stephen Prickett,
Times Literary Supplement.
“The book bears all the hallmarks
of a rush job – the omission of an
index being the giveaway.” Liam
Fay, Sunday Times.

HELPING INTERNATIONAL
READERS
If you are hoping to tap into the
large American market, an
indexer who is familiar with the
terminology and environments on
both sides of the Atlantic can
help. You may have content that
Americans cannot access if their

A good index can
help convert
browsers into buyers
by providing them
with a preview of
what is in the book...
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needs are not taken into account.
A book I recently indexed on
education was potentially of great
interest to Americans, and the
author wished for an international
audience. The index helped
provide access points for
Americans looking up terminology
that they otherwise would not
have found, and therefore would
have assumed were not included. 
The cross-references pointed them
to the relevant British terms. It
also provided brief delineators for
terms that otherwise would have
been confusing.

If you are targeting the
international English-speaking
community generally, including
those who speak English as a
second language, again the
indexer can take this into account
in constructing entries to help
make the book accessible. This can
help both with potential buyers
browsing your index, and buyers
who may review or recommend
your book based on how useful
and relevant they found it.

RELATIONSHIP MARKETING

This brings us back to the
traditional purpose of an index –
to assist the people who have
already bought the book. The
easier it is for them to refer back
to the book, the more likely they
are to reuse it. Here we move into
what the marketers call
‘relationship marketing’ – just as
desirable for authors as for any
other service provider. You may be

only planning to write one book
ever, and you may be focused on
selling the book and not too
concerned about what happens
after purchase. 

Alternatively, you may be hoping
that your book is more than just a
one-off read, that it has an
impact, and that it is really used.
Under these circumstances readers
are more likely to recommended
or review your book, and be
interested in your next book. 

INDEXES IN THE AGE OF EBOOKS:
ARE THEY REALLY NECESSARY?
Authors may wonder whether a
search facility is a sufficient
substitute for an index in an
ebook. However, an index isn't
just a list of words found in the
text. It provides easy access to all
relevant topics, no matter what
wording is used to discuss the
topic. Text searching usually
provides many insignificant
results, and often misses out on
many relevant discussions.

The scale of the mismatch
between search terms and actual
content can be significant. In a
recent case study I did, I compared
search results and the index to try
and access topics that I knew were
covered in two books. The number
of search results in itself was
daunting – often over fifty, and
sometimes over one hundred. 

How many readers will have the
time and patience to sift their way
through so many hits? Even if they

do follow through, they are likely
to be disappointed with what they
find. In my case study, as many as
85% of the search results did not
lead to discussions relevant to the
topic. The highest success rate was
just over 50% of search results
proving pertinent.

With so many search results, you
might think that at least readers
are guaranteed to find a relevant
reference if they do look at all of
them. This is not, however, the
case. Searches only finds the
references where the author uses
the term entered – all of the other
discussions are missed out. In my
case study, as many as three
quarters of actual references were
missed out by searching.

I also found that searching was
more likely to miss out the most
important topics and discussion.
These topics are more likely to be
referred to by a range of different
terms, or simply implied.

This makes sense – a skilled author
will try to avoid using the same
term over and over. For example,
instead of repeating ‘debt’ over
and over, the author of one of my
case study books used terms like
indemnity, damages, amount due;
often, no synonym was used at all.

So relying on search alone means
that book owners or buyers will
not have the same degree of
access that they would have with
an index, and may miss out on key
topics. It does not matter if the
readers still use search – normally
the search facility would include
the index so readers would have
access to it regardless of how they
approach the task.
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An index can signal a high-quality, well-
produced book...
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